
 

 

 

ELISABETTA FRANCHI’S RUNWAY DEBUT 

The maison’s first catwalk show in Milan, September 2014  

 

 

Milan, June 2014. The luxury brand Elisabetta Franchi marks its runway debut by putting 

its Spring-Summer 2015 collection on display this coming September in Milan. 

Elisabetta Franchi is ready for its first live fashion show. This not only marks the maison’s 

natural evolution, but it will also promote the brand’s international image and business. 

“This show is a crucial step in the growth of my brand, and in reaffirming the place on the 

market we have established over the past few years”, the designer said. 

After creating, in a little over a decade, the perfect  pret à porter Made in Italy, strong in 

its success thanks to a productive strategy that combines quality, excellence, and 

attention to details, Elisabetta Franchi is now set to conquer the catwalk in Milan. This 

comes as no surprise to a market that has believed in her from the start, thanks to her 

confident attitude and style, and her ability to understand the feminine wants. 

Elisabetta Franchi was founded in 1998 in Bologna, and operates in the field of women’s 

ready-to-wear clothing and accessories under the brand names of Elisabetta Franchi 

and Betty Blue. The latter currently boasts a worldwide distribution thanks to a network of 

1,100 multi-brands and 61 single-brand retail shops, 25 in Italy and 36 abroad, located in 

the most exclusive streets of the capital cities of luxury and shopping. Of the 157 people 

employed directly and 1,500 through its satellite companies, 91% are women. Elisabetta 

Franchi is actively engaged in animal welfare and in projects to assist dogs together with 

LAV (the Italian Anti-Vivisection League) and ENPA (the National Animal Protection 

Agency). 

ELISABETTA FRANCHI makes a commitment to eco-friendly fashion. 

All her collections are environmentally friendly: the materials and fabrics used for each 

garment are compliant with the chemical safety requirements established by 

international standards, and do not represent a health or environmental hazard.  

The paper used for print materials is certified by the FSC, which guarantees the use of 

cellulose sourced from sustainably managed forests, according to rigorous 

environmental, social and economical standards. 

None of her collections use materials such as genuine angora wool and down, which are 

collected with cruel practices that violate the dignity of the animal. 

Fur is also banned from all collections, in accordance with LAV’s Fur Free Retailer 

Program. 


